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Demond Rachon Bryant Jr., 2018
Juxtaposition Arts

About Report

A Sustainability story suitable for
framing
3M has a history of contributing to organizations that
improve the lives of people in their communities.
This year, the tables have been turned. An organization
that improves the lives of people in its community is
contributing to 3M.
More specifically, Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA) has made
a strong, artistic contribution to the cover and inside
pages of this year’s 3M Sustainability Report.
Located in North Minneapolis, JXTA is an inner-city arts
organization that provides young artists with paying jobs
and a creative learning environment while championing
the revitalization of the community that surrounds it.
When 3M discovered the community-building mission
of this institution, it asked three apprentices from JXTA’s
Graphic Design studio to develop the original art used in
this year’s Sustainability Report: Demond “DJ” Bryant,
Avahnii Lewis, and Patricio De Lara.
This talented young trio immersed themselves in learning
about Sustainability at 3M, and followed a formal design
process, initiated by the report’s design agency BBDO,
to generate an art concept that would capture the spirit
of “Improving Every Life”. They developed dozens of
potential concept “sketches”, worked with BBDO and
3M to narrow them down and eventually collaborated
with each other to refine and extend the chosen concept.

About Report
Report Period

Current Issue: May 9, 2018
Next Issue: Scheduled for May 2019
This report provides a summary of the activities in fiscal
year 2017 (January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017).

Report scope

The report is based on our corporate Sustainability
report, that covers 3M’s owned manufacturing
facilities and leased facilities worldwide, where 3M has
full operational control. Where specified, data and
achievements also include the individual Nordic countries or the Nordic region.
Topics included in this report and the material
aspects we cover, were prioritized based on our
corporate Sustainability report and relevance to Nordic
region.
3M is subject to the requirements of the Danish and the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act on Non-Financial
reporting.

After completing their work on the 3M Sustainability
Report project, the three apprentices will join about 70
other youth in working this summer at JXTA on other
client jobs, preparing themselves for what’s next in their
professional lives – and working on projects that help
the north Minneapolis community thrive.

This report complements 3M A/S (Denmark) and 3M
Svenska AB (Sweden) Annual report 2017 and is
prepared in accordance with the Danish and the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act. Together, our two annual
reports and our Nordic Sustainability report fulfill the
requirements of Non-Financial-Reporting by accounting
for the company's activities relating to business
strategies and activities in the areas of human rights,
labor standards, anti-corruption, diversity and
environment.

Reflecting on the process, Demond says: “I’m going to
be better prepared when I eventually go out into the real
world, because this is what the real world is like.”
Patricio is in the same camp: “Getting this experience
has been immense.”

The report is available in an online version on our local
countries websites under ‘About 3M’ featuring links and
videos for a full multimedia experience.

And what about the finished product, Avahnii? “I think
it really gets the message across that Sustainability is
wise.”

Availability

While we recognize improving every life is ambitious, we
believe it’s a worthwhile pursuit. We invite you to learn
more about our progress toward #improvinglives in our
corporate sustainability report
3M.com/Sustainability Report.

orld.
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Our Leadership

A message from
Inge G. Thulin

In partnership with our customers, 3M uses science every
day to improve lives and help solve society’s toughest
challenges – from clean air and clean water, to advanced
health care and food safety. We recognize the unique
and inspiring opportunity we have: to grow our enterprise
while making the world stronger, safer and healthier.
This requires, first and foremost, collaboration— To that
end, we remain committed to making significant
investments in Sustainability-inspired innovation. In 2017
3M invested $1.9 billion in research and development, as
we continue inventing and manufacturing cutting-edge
Sustainability solutions. Last year, in fact, 3M products
helped our customers reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions by 13 million tons.
Our commitment to Sustainability extends to our own
operations, and has for decades. In 1975 we launched a
pioneering programme called Pollution Prevention Pays,
which empowers 3Mers to find creative ways to make
our company more efficient. This initiative continues
today, and has led to 15,000 projects that have prevented
two million tons of air, water and waste pollution.
Last year we also continued to make progress on our
2025 Sustainability Goals, which we laid out three years
ago. These include investing in sustainable materials,
increasing energy efficiency and water management, and
doubling 3M’s pipeline of diverse leaders.

Inge G. Thulin

Chairman of the Board, and
President and Chief Executive Officer, 3M
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Additional achievements from 2017 include:
1.

We convened customer conversations focused on
Sustainability, and embedded Sustainability into our
business strategies globally.

2. We invested more than $70 million to support education, environmental and other programmes in our
communities.
3. We launched 3M Impact, a skills-based service
programme that sends 3Mers to communities around
the world to help solve a pressing need.
4. We received the prestigious Catalyst Award for our
leadership in advancing diversity and inclusion, while
receiving 100 percent scores on the LGBTQ Equality
Index and Disability Equality index.
Going forward, we will continue to invest in developing
products that help our customers reach their goals, while
increasing our own Sustainability efforts in accordance
with the United Nations Global Compact and its
principles.
Thank you for joining us in this journey toward improving
every life.

Our Leadership

A Message from
Maurizio Botta

As Managing Director for Nordic and Baltic Region, I
have the opportunity each day to see how our
technologies, our science, and our people help to solve
some of the world’s greatest challenges and improve
lives.
Sustainability is fundamental to our business — from
Sustainability-inspired innovation to product stewardship
to Sustainability in our operations.
At 3M in our region, we continue to pursue waste
reductions in our manufacturing operations and reduce
energy consumption at all our sites. Furthermore, we
incorporate sustainable materials in our products and
manufacture products to protect workers’ health around
the world.
We recognise that how we work is just as important as
what we sell. We are proud to have built a century-old
tradition of operating with uncompromising honesty and
integrity. From the way we run our business to how we
expect our employees to act, we’ve earned our
reputation for doing business the right way.

In 2017, our Nordic Management elevated our focus on
Sustainability through the formation of our Nordic
Sustainability Operating Committee. The Operating
Committee consists of cross-functional groups of different management levels. Functions represented are
Regional Operating Commitee, Innovation, Business,
Manufactering Sites, Human Recources & Talent and
Nordic Sustainability. It’s inspiring to see how working
with sustainability, and doing so in teams with creativity
and collaboration, sparks new ideas and apply science to
life. That’s why I am proud to champion this Committee.
Recognising it is not just Who We Are and What We
Create, but also How We Work, that has brought us to
where we are today.
Finally, I would like to personally thank 3Mers in our
region for their unique capabilities to advance every
company, enhance every home and improve every life.

Maurizio Botta
Managing Director, 3M Nordic and Baltic region
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Our Every Life | Introduction

Our
Every Life
We are committed to
improving our business, our
planet, and every life.
Sustaining our business, and our planet, means protecting natural resources and empowering individuals
and communities throughout the world to encourage
progress. And above all else, it means uniting under a
common goal: improve every life.

Imagine a world where every life is improved—where
natural resources are readily available, people have access to education and opportunity, and communities are
safe, healthy, connected, and thriving.
We aim to help make that world a reality. Improving
every life is an exciting endeavor and our purpose.
This is the continued story of our purpose:
#improvinglives.

Global Challenges
At 3M, we look at
Sustainability in terms of
shared global needs and the
future of our business.

This is apparent when one considers how well our goals
align with the United Nations 2030 Agenda for
Sustainability Development released in 2015. This
Agenda, including 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), is designed to build upon the historic work of
the Millennium Development Goals, and stimulate important action in three dimensions of sustainable
development: economic, social, and environmental.

As a company rooted in scientific exploration, and the
belief that every problem has a solution, we are
applying our technological expertise to help solve some
of the world’s biggest challenges on raw materials,
water, energy and climate, health and safety, and
education and development.

We set our goals with the perspective that we have to
be successful as a company while also supporting the
communities where we operate. It’s a two-pronged
approach that is both practical and thoughtful — and
filled with the integrity 3M is known for.

In 2014, we framed our 2025 Sustainability Goals and
actions around these shared global challenges.
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Our Every Life Ambition | Materiality

Materiality

Our materiality assessment is a vital component of our
Sustainability strategy and reporting, and is based on a
robust, stakeholder-driven approach. In 2014 and 2016,
3M commissioned GlobeScan, an independent research
consultancy, to assist us in better understanding our
stakeholders’ perspectives of key social and
environmental issues. One result of this work is our
evidence-based Sustainability materiality matrix. This
matrix identifies the degree of importance our
stakeholders place on each issue, the ability of 3M to
make a positive difference on the issue, and the level of
impact an issue may have on our reputation.
Our materiality assessment results from 2014 and 2016
show some shifts in importance for stakeholders.
Transparency moved from tier two to tier one priority,
suggesting that transparency is increasingly important in
a global, interconnected world.

Scarcity of raw materials, air quality, climate change and
human rights have also moved from tier two to tier one
priority. All material aspects defined in our corporate
Sustainability report are deemed material for all entities
within the 3M organization.
In the Nordic region we have prioritized Climate and
Energy as well as Health and Safety based on our 2016
Materiality assessment.
Climate and Energy correlate closely to
SDGs 7: Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all.
Going onwards, we will continue our review of the 17
SDGs to identify which other SDGs that might be
relevant to us in our region.

3M Materiality Aspect Categories:
Raw Materials
Water
Climate and Energy
Health and Safety
Education and Development
Governance & Ethics
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Our Every Life Ambition | 2025 Goals

Goals

Our goals and plans for the next 10 years focus on
shared global challenges, toward realizing a world where
every life is improved. Unless otherwise noted, all goals
are global from 2015 to 2025.
We have been setting global environmental goals at 3M
since 1990. In 2017, we entered the second year of an
ambitious 10-year goal cycle. The 2025
Sustainability Goals we are now pursuing reflect a
heightened commitment to going beyond compliance
and thinking holistically about how our operations and
products affect the world and every life in it.
Our customers, and the communities in which we operate, deserve it. Our people are motivated by it. Our
future will be all the better for it.

Raw Materials

Respect our planet’s resources and re-imagine waste as a nutrient to ensure we have
abundance for future generations.
Invest to develop more sustainable materials and products to help our customers reach their environmental
goals.
Reduce manufacturing waste by an additional 10
percent, indexed to sales.
Achieve “zero landfill” status at more than 30 percent
of manufacturing sites.
Drive supply chain Sustainability through targeted raw
material traceability and supplier performance
assurance.

Water

thrive.

Promote clean water for everyone,
everywhere so that every person, business
and community has the water they need to

Reduce global water use by an additional 10 percent,
indexed to sales.
Engage 100 percent of water-stressed/scarce communities where 3M manufactures on community-wide
approaches to water management.
8 | #improvinglives

Climate Change and Energy

Transform the way the world uses energy because it impacts the climate, and the climate
impacts everyone.
Improve energy efficiency indexed to net sales by 30
percent.
Increase renewable energy to 25 percent of total
electricity use.
Ensure GHG emissions at least 50 percent below our
2002 baseline, while growing our business.
Help our customers reduce their GHGs by 250 million
tons of CO2 equivalent emissions through use of 3M
products.

Health and Safety

Improve health and safety of people
worldwide so we can focus on what matters
most to us.
Provide training to 5 million people globally on worker
and patient safety.

Education and Development

Support empowerment and enrichment to
provide people everywhere the opportunity
to live life to its fullest.
Invest cash and products for education,
community and environmental programmes.
100 percent participation in employee development programmes to advance individual and organizational
capabilities.
Double the pipeline of diverse talent in management to
build a diverse workforce.
To learn more on our progress towards achieving our
2025 Goals, please visit our section Environmental Management in our corporate Sustainability Report.

Who We Are | Introduction

Who
We Are
3M captures the spark of new ideas and transforms them
into thousands of ingenious products.
Our culture of creative collaboration inspires a
never-ending stream of powerful technologies that make
life better. Our 46 core technology platforms give us a
huge breadth and depth of technical capability that allow
us to apply science from one market to advance another. Our scientists leverage these technologies to invent
unique, customer-inspired products that are marketed
through our five business groups covering 27 different
divisions. All our businesses are connected by 3M’s Fundamental Strengths, allowing us to invent, build and sell
55.000 products across our vast global network. 3M is
the innovation company that never stops inventing.
With $30 billion in sales, 3M employs 91,500 people
worldwide and has operations in more than 70
countries. In the Nordic region 3M has offices in
Sollentuna (headquarter), Copenhagen, Espoo and
Lillestrøm and four Innovation Centers. In Sweden, we
have three research and development and
manufacturing sites in Gagnef, Värnamo and Västervik.
In total we employ 1100 people in the Nordic region and
generate EUR 340 million in sales.

Enterprise Risks

At 3M, we continually evaluate our approach to
potential risks facing the company. The concept of risk
appetite and tolerance is an essential component of our
strategic planning, and it’s the responsibility of our
senior business leaders to plan accordingly. We believe
the governance of risks by Board committees, sharing
information with the full Board, is appropriate for a
diversified technology and manufacturing company like
3M. Risk factors applicable to 3M, can be found in our
corporate Sustainability report under Enterprise Risk.

Four Key Principles

We fundamentally believe that while we have a
responsibility to our stakeholders to be a successful
growing business, we also have a responsibility to do
business in the right way. There are 4 key principles that
drive that to action:
• Managing the impact of our own operations on the
environment
• Developing products that help our customers
manage the impact they have on the environment
• Supporting the communities where we live and work
• Ensuring ethical business practices throughout our
organization

3M’s Fundamental Strengths

Technology

Manufacturing

Ability to share and
combine elements of 3M's
broad technology portfolio
to produce unique,
differentiated products,
translating to premium
margins

Utilization of 3M
manufacturing footprint
and technology, including
process trade secrets,
Ieading to higherperforming products and
Iower unit costs .

Global Capabilities

Brand

Subsidiary front and
back office footprint that
allows for the effective
development, adaptation,
and commercialization of
products.

Brand equity in the 3M
brand and in strategic
brands that are shared
across business groups
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Who We Are | Our Awards

Our Awards
Our people bring our vision to life in
extraordinary ways. Here you find
information about some of the 2017
recognition programmes honoring
the outstanding contributions of
3Mers.

3M is one of three 2017 winners of
the Catalyst Award, based on a
rigorous assessment conducted
by Catalyst Inc., which cited the
company’s “I’m In. Accelerating
Women’s Leadership” initiative,
leadership development platforms,
workplace flexibility, mentoring programmes, and external community
efforts on behalf of women.

The World’s Most Ethical
Companies® programme, managed
by the Ethisphere® Institute, honors
companies that excel in “
promoting ethical business
standards and practices internally,
enabling managers and employees
to make good choices, and shaping
future industry standards by introducing tomorrow’s best practices
today.” This year’s honorees spanned
23 countries and 57 industries. It
was the fifth consecutive year 3M
made the list.
10 | #improvinglives

Best Places to Work for LGBT
Equality

EcoVadis awarded 3M a Gold
Recognition Level for achievements
in the top 1 percent of suppliers
assessed in corporate social
responsibility in global Supply
Chains.

For the 18th consecutive year, 3M
was selected as a member of the
Dow Jones Sustainability Index, a
global stock index that recognizes
and tracks the performance of
leading Sustainability-driven
companies worldwide.
.

Euronext and Vigeo Eiris included
3M, for 2017, in the Euronext World
120 and Euronext U.S. 50 based
upon Environmental, Social and
Governance performance. Companies included in this index have
achieved the highest scores, as determined by review nearly 330 indicators, assessed by the agency.

Human Rights Campaign
Foundation’s 2017 Corporate
Equality Index is the national
benchmarking tool on corporate
policies and practices pertinent to
lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) employees. For
the seventh straight year, 3M
earned a perfect score of 100
percent and the distinction of being
named among the “Best Places to
Work for LGBT Equality.”

Best DEI Places to Work
In the third annual Disability Equality
Index® (DEI®) survey, 3M earned
a top score of 100 percent, making
3M one of the “Best Places to Work
for Disability Inclusion.”
2017 Energy and Sustainability
Award, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers (AIChE)
3M’s Dual Brightness Enhancement Film team was recognized for
a groundbreaking innovation with
widereaching and demonstrated
benefits for liquid crystal display
(LCD) manufactures looking to
reduce the environmental footprint
of LCD devices.

Who We Are | Our Values, Vision, and Strategies

Our Values

Our Strategies

3M’s actions are guided by our corporate vision and
values of uncompromising honesty and integrity. We
are proud to be recognized worldwide as an ethical and
law-abiding company. As a company, we are committed
to sustainable development through environmental
protection, social responsibility and economic success.
Our guiding values include:
• Act with uncompromising honesty and integrity in
everything we do.
• Satisfy our customers with innovative technology
and superior quality, value and service.
• Provide our investors an attractive return through
sustainable, global growth.
• Respect our social and physical environment around
the world.
• Value and develop our employees’ diverse talents,
initiative and leadership.
• Earn the admiration of all those associated with 3M
worldwide.

To help achieve our corporate Vision, we have six
strategies that are engrained across our business. The
first four focus on growth, the fifth is around developing
our people, and the last strategy is around operational
excellence.
• Expand relevance to our customers and our
presence in the marketplace
• Gain profitable market share and accelerate market
penetration everywhere
• Invest in innovation: invigorate existing market opportunities, and focus on emerging megatrends
• Intensify capabilities to achieve regional selfsufficiency
• Build high performing and diverse global talent
• Drive consistent superior levels of operational
excellence

Our Vision
3M continues to be inspired and motivated by our
corporate vision that guides our work every day:

3M Technology Advancing Every Company
3M Products Enhancing Every Home
3M Innovation Improving Every Life
Our Vision helps define what we do, how we do it, and
where we do it. At the same time, it establishes a stretch
goal for all employees at 3M. And it captures what
differentiates us from competitors as an enterprise.
What we do and have done for 115 years is advancing,
enhancing, and improving. How we have done it, and
continue to do it, is through technologies, products, and
innovation. Where we do it is for every company, in
every home and for every life all around the world.
In short, this vision serves as a daily reminder to all of us
of what the 3M brand stands for. Watch our 3M Science.
Applied to Life™ Video
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Who We Are | Engaging our Stakeholders

Engaging our
Stakeholders

It is through collaboration and partnerships with our
stakeholders that 3M can accelerate Sustainability in our
company and in the world. 3M has joined
numerous organizations globally. On a Nordic level we
partner with AmCham EuroSkills™, FIBS Corporate
Responsibility Network, Innovation Roundtable and UN
Global Compact Nordic Network.

Nordic Partnerships

3M is a Global Industry Partner of WorldSkills™ International. Together we strive to raise awareness of
appropriate protection, build a safety culture and
improve safety standards around the world.
WorldskillsTM values aligns well with our 3M Values and
together we respect the social and physical
environment, focus on sustainability, drive global
growth, and utilize innovative technology and superior
quality to provide value and service to our customers.
In 2017, 3M sponsored the WorldSkills™ competition in
Abu Dhabi with more than 1,300 competitors, 50 skills,
and 75 member countries represented, all working
together to help prepare the workforce and talent of
today for the jobs of the future. We are proud to show
the picture of the Swedish Skills-team visiting 3M
Sollentuna in 2017.
The 2018 Euroskills™ will be held in Budapest,
September 26 – 28th, where 3M Denmark and 3M
Sweden are proud official sponsors of their national
Skills-teams.
“We are proud of our partnership with Worldskills™, and
grateful for the opportunity to interact and exchange
knowledge with these young professionals – together,
we make the future better” Kajsa Mollby-Johansson,
Marketing Coordinator, 3M Personal Safety Division.

Communities

3M helps build sustainable communities through
strategic investments, business expertise, and the
thoughtful engagement of 3Mers worldwide, who
volunteer and leverage their skills and experience to
make a difference.
3M is not only a company that creates; we are a
company that cares. Since 1953, we have invested 1.58
billion U.S. Dollars in cash and product contributions in
3M communities.
2025 Corporate Goal: Invest cash and
products for education, community and environmental programmes.
And we are not stopping here. With 3M`s campaign
‘GIVE Where You Live’ in Norway, we want to encourage
people to donate blood more regularly. There`s no
replacements for blood. Blood can`t be made or
fabricated. We are dependent on new blood donors, to
meet the populations’ demands. 3M Nordic is proud to
be part of raising awareness about the importance of
blood donors with our partner Blodbanken. We are also
proud of having active groups of employees throughout
our Nordic region to donate blood. NexcareTM Give
#3MGive #GiveBlodbankenOslo.
In 2017 the Nordic region among others supported Save
the Children and local cancer associations. In Finland
our employees donated Christmas gifts to children in
need through the programme Joulupuu (Christmas tree)
coordinated by Finnish Junior Chamber of Commerce. In
Norway we continue our support to the Norwegian Air
Ambulance. The goal is to save lives through strengthening air ambulance service throughout Norway.

2025 Corporate Goal: Provide training to
5 million people globally on worker and
patient safety.

EVERY TWO SECONDS
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SOMEONE NEEDS BLOOD

Who We Are | Engaging our Stakeholders

At 3M, diversity and
inclusion are essential and
inseparable to our success.

Diversity

For 3M, diversity, in its myriad manifestations, is
fundamental to innovation, performance, and relevancy.
3M employees reflect that diversity.
The Board of Directors regards diversity as an important
factor in selecting board nominees to serve on the
board. Although the Board has no specific diversity
policy, when selecting nominees, it actively considers
diversity in recruitment and nomination of directors,
such as gender, race, and national origin. The current
composition of our Board reflects those efforts and the
importance of diversity to the Board.
On International Women’s Day 2017, Inge Thulin,
became one of around 50 founding members of the
catalyst CEO Champions For Change initiative focused
on accelerating diversity, inclusion, and gender equality
in the workplace. Here Thulin publicly pledged to increase women’s representation over the next five years,
particularly at senior level, board of directors, and a
ctively sponsor a diverse group of women.
2025 Corporate Goal: Double the pipeline
of diverse talent in management to build a
diverse workforce.

Total Global

An inclusive culture at 3M is built on our Be Respectful
Principles.
Be Respectful: We strive to have a work environment
that reflects and values the best in all of us, where we
treat each other respectfully and professionally, and
where individual differences are valued.
To foster this kind of workplace, we follow our Equal
Employment Opportunity policies, which prohibit all
forms of discrimination or harassment against
applicants, employees, vendors, contractors, or
customers on the basis of race, color, creed, religion,
sex, national origin, age, disability, veteran’s status,
pregnancy, genetic information, sexual orientation,
marital status, citizenship status, status with regards to
public assistance, gender identity/expression, or any
other reason prohibited by law.
At the 3M 2017 Global Inclusion Day, we launched
our “Different minds inspire” campaign. This campaign
is centered on three actions employees can take to
strengthen our inclusive environment:
Reflect: Identify your own unique strengths.
Connect: Understand and appreciate the unique
perspectives of others.
Wonder: Imagine what we can accomplish to gether.
3M Denmark support the integration initiative ‘Youth
Outreach Programme’, launched by AmCham Denmark,
the U.S. Embassy and Danish Human Appeal. Inspiring
young Somali-Danish students to focus on education
and to see the opportunities.

2017 3M Global Women’s Representation

Hires Global

Inclusion

Management Global

2017 3M Nordic Women’s Representation

Further, 3M Finland is a member of Finnish Business &
Society (FIBS) and the Diversity Charter of which 3M
Sweden also is a member. 3M is continuously focusing on building and maintaining an inclusive culture.
For more information visit our corporate Sustainability
Report.
Women
Men

Hires Nordic

Total Nordic

Management Nordic
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How We Work | Introduction

How We
Work
Sustainability is embedded firmly at the core of 3M
and in the strategic planning process we use for every
region, every market, and every business. In each of our
business groups and regions we have dedicated
Sustainability leaders who develop a relevant strategy
specific to their market demands and business goals.
Annually, like many companies, we go through a
strategic planning process during which our divisions
and regions develop their business strategies for the
next few years. However, unlike others, we formally
require that each plan address Sustainability factors
relevant to their market needs and business
opportunities.
In 2017 we formed our Nordic Sustainability Operating
Committee to ensure sustainability will continue to be a
vital focus as we work to truly advance every company,
enhance every home, and improve every life.

R&D at 3M is a little different:
we separate the R and the D.

First, the R. Scientists in our central laboratory are free
unexpected opportunities for breakthroughs. Our unique
“15 percent Culture” gives them the freedom to follow
their instincts. At the same time, our Tech Forum is a key
enabler of collaboration. This self-directed, selforganized group unites 10,000-plus scientists and
engineers who work together to solve problems across
business, oceans and continents.
In 2014, the Nordic Tech Forum organization was
formed to advance 3M’s Innovative culture in our region.
Our Nordic Tech Forum unites all Nordic R&D
employees annually to share their ideas and expertise to
spark solutions for our customers. In 2017, the theme of
our annual event focused on how we ensure systemic
and value driven innovation to our customers.
New Technology Introductions
Beside commercialisation projects to meet customer
needs we also work long-term and sustainable with new
technology investigations and innovation.
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The Global center of Excellence for hearing protection
and communication headsets, located in Värnamo,
works in an agile way to identify and adopt to new
trends and to transform new ideas into new products.
An axample of products form Varnamo can be seen here.
For the D, 3M development teams within each of our
business groups draw upon our core technologies to
create products for targeted markets and geographies.

Code of Conduct

Through the years, 3M has built a reputation globally for
taking an ethical approach to business. That said, with
91,500 employees and subsidiary operations in 70-plus
countries, it’s no easy task to do business the right way,
everywhere, every day.
To make it as simple as possible, we have developed
one Code of Conduct that applies globally. Our Code
of Conduct summarizes 3M’s compliance principles
and raises awareness for doing business “the right way,
always and everywhere.” It is our guide for providing
direction when the right choice may not be clear.
Living by our Code enhances our reputation and
promotes trust with our customers, in our company, and
in the quality of our products. 3M’s Code of Conduct
defines how we work:
Be Good
Be Loyal

Be Honest
Be Accurate

Be Fair
Be Respectful

3M employees, including supervisors and managers, are
responsible for knowing and following the ethical, legal,
and policy requirements that apply to their jobs and for
reporting any suspected violations of law or the Code.
Executives and managers are accountable for
creating and promoting a workplace environment in
which compliance and ethical business conduct are
expected and encouraged. The Compliance and
Business Conduct website on 3M’s intranet offers
additional information.

How We Work | Human Rights

Commitment to Anti-Corruption

As a member of the UNGC, 3M is committed to support
Principle 10 on Anti-Corruption. Our commitment and
involvement in a working group on Principle 10 give us
the opportunity to learn best practices related to
anti-corruption from peer companies.
3M’s Anti-Bribery Principle requires compliance with all
applicable anti-bribery laws, like U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, U.K. Bribery Act and local laws where 3M
operates. It applies to 3M employees and our business
partners. In addition, anti-corruption policies and
procedures have been communicated to all employees,
and “Global Bribery and Corruption Awareness” training
is required of employees in higher-risk roles.
3M’s commitment to anti-corruption is also reflected in
our management of third-party intermediaries and other
business partners.

Human Rights

At 3M, there is only one way to do
business. The right way.

3M is committed to assuring human rights in our own
operations and in any business, that works on our behalf.
Our Human Rights Policy applies to all 3M employees,
contingent workers, anyone doing business with or on
behalf of 3M, and candidates for hire at 3M. In 2014, we
became a participant of the UNGC, thereby committing
to align with the UNGC principles.
The principles that guide us
Within our own business, 3M’s approach for managing
and assuring human rights aligns with 3M’s Code of
Conduct, which recognizes the right of employees to
have a respectful workplace. We continue to implement
our human rights programme through our global policy
statements, a management system utilizing selfassessments, audits, training, and ultimately, metrics
tracking. We are increasing the number of assessments
we are performing, giving us a global perspective on our
internal locations, like our manufacturing locations.

We support the United Nations Guiding Principles
(UNGP) on Business and Human Rights, and its “protect,
respect and remedy” framework. Our human rights
management system helps us manage salient human
rights issues. We support the principles of due diligence
outlined in the UNGP. Furthermore, our Code of
Conduct requires compliance with all applicable laws
and respect for internationally recognized human rights
in all of our global operations.
We also recognize the International Labor Organization
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at
Work. Adopted in 1998, the Declaration commits
Member States to respect and promote principles and
rights in four categories: freedom of association and the
effective recognition of the right to collective
bargaining; the elimination of forced or compulsory
labor; the abolition of child labor; and the elimination of
discrimination in respect of employment and
occupation. Details of our Human Rights can be found in
our corporate Sustainability Report.

When 3Mers grow, our company
grows.

Our company touches nearly every industry in every
market around the world. If you work at 3M, you have a
range of development opportunities few other
companies can offer. Our people can live in different
countries, learn different cultures, and develop different
skills across different industries.
It’s possible for someone to go from a lab, to marketing,
to sales, to business development, and all the way up to
the C-suite. 3M is so diverse that people can reinvent
themselves and their career all within one company.
2025 Corporate Goal: 100 percent
participation in employee development
programmes to advance individual and
organizational capabilities.
Our employees are encouraged and supported to pursue
areas of interest and develop career paths and
opportunities aligned with those interests.
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Health and Safety

As a company that makes a vast array of products
designed to protect workers, 3M is at the heart of a
global effort to bring new science and innovation to
workplace safety. At the same time, as an enterprise
with 91,500 employees working around the world, we
are always taking steps to advance the safety of our
employees.
The 3M Safety and Health Policy applies to 3M
operations everywhere, including new acquisitions.
Potential hazards at 3M workplaces must be understood
and effectively managed to protect 3M employees,
visitors, locations, and surrounding communities.
3Mers are our most important asset and our innovations
are only possible thanks to the minds, talent and commitment of all our employees worldwide. In 2017, 100
percent of 3M manufacturing sites worldwide had active
employee health and safety committees.

Honourable Environmental Health
and Safety mention

The Gagnef site in Sweden completed an innovative
project to automate a workstation that was not
ergonomic for operators. This earned the site an honourable mention in 3M’s global Environmental
Health and Safety Achievement Awards.
The project involved replacing a manual process, for
mounting and soldering wires between welding filters
and circuit boards during the production of filters for
Auto Darkening Welding helmets, with an automated
production line using robots.
In addition, the project has made it possible to remove
an epoxy adhesive from the process. This has been
replaced with a 3M two-compound alternative that has
an improved environmental profile.
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As well as delivering ergonomic, safety and environmental benefits, the project has resulted in increased
productivity and considerable cost savings for 3M.
Manufacturing Technology manager and project team
leader, Patrik Moris, said: “This intricate connecting
process used to be carried out by an operator working
under a hood in a confined space which was not ideal
and resulted in a very labour-intensive operation.
The new automated process has resolved this ergonomic
concern and our extensive tests have proved that the
quality of the finished product is equivalent, if not higher,
than before.”
Environmental, Health and Safety manager Lars Stam
nominated the team for the award. He commented: “This
was a complex project, involving a new layout in the
factory, and the results have been outstanding, resulting
in a number of benefits for 3M.”

How We Work | Environmental Management

Environmental
Management
3M formalised its commitment to environmental
stewardship when the board of directors adopted the
3M Environmental Policy in 1975. This policy established
the framework for our approach to responsible
environmental management, emphasising prevention of
pollution at source. Since then, we have created
supporting policies using a needs-driven process. When
we identify potential risks to the environment, health
and safety of our employees, products and communities,
we take steps to modify processes and standards that
address these risks.
Our strategy and resulting actions are demonstrated in
the following policies, positions and standards:
Energy Policy; Greenhouse Gas Management Operations
Standard; Disposal of Chemical Waste Standard; Waste
Management Programme Standard; Water Management
Standard; and our Climate Change Position Statement.
We are committed to complying with all applicable
environmental requirements worldwide. Beyond
compliance, we continue to reduce the environmental
footprint of our operations.

Environmental Management System
3M’s Environmental Management System (EMS)
framework provides structure and consistency for
overseeing daily activities and puts 3M in a proactive,
rather than reactive, mode regarding our environmental
focus. Our EMS identify, track and manage
corporate-wide environmental management and
performance data.
Environmental Management Implementation
Implementation of our EMS calls for each site to
establish, implement and maintain documented
environmental objectives and goals. Consistency with
our environmental policy, our commitments to prevent
pollution and compliance are mandatory.
Nordic goals
Among the goals set for the three sites in Sweden, we
have chosen to focus on and share our 2020 Nordic
Environmental Goals and progress as a summary for the
Gagnef, Värnamo and Västervik sites.

Our Nordic data covers waste, water and energy with a
baseline of 2015. Goals and progress can be found under
the respective sections of raw materials and water as
well as climate change and energy, in this report.

Environmental Incident Management
Since 2010, all 3M locations globally have been
required to internally report environmental exceedances,
spills, agency notices and fines through 3M's Worldwide
Incident Management System. This has led to increased
awareness of responsibilities, understanding of the
holistic system and more consistent reporting
requirements for 3M’s global operations.

Applying ISO 14001

Our ISO 14001-certified locations account for
approximately 96.7 percent of 3M’s total product output.
The remaining locations, which will go through
certification audits in early 2018, are recent 3M
acquisitions and/or 3M office/logistic centres.

Pollution Prevention Pays

In 1975 3M launched our Pollution Prevention Pays (3P)
programme for our employees. It is a voluntary
programme where 3Mers across the company in areas such as research and development, manufacturing,
logistics, transportation and packaging can report their
3P project. The 3P programme is based on the belief
that a preventative approach to pollution is more environmentally effective, more socially acceptable and
more economical than treatment. Started more than 40
years ago, the programme has prevented more than 2.36
million short tons of pollutants and saved over $2.1 billion
USD based on aggregated data from the first year of
each 3P project.
2020 Nordic Environmental Goal:
One Pollution Prevention Pays project in 2017
In the Nordic region 3Mers have driven and
successfully implemented eight 3P projects at our
manufacturing sites in Sweden, engaging 40 employees
in pollution prevention initiatives.
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Raw Materials

The world’s population is growing larger, living longer
and consuming more — which puts a strain on finite
natural resources. To address this challenge, 3M
continuously looks for ways to recover, reuse and
recycle by-products and other waste material.
The 3M Waste Management Standard applies to all
3M locations and provides a framework for managing
all waste types from generation until the material is
reused, recycled, treated or disposed of. The Standard
encourages waste minimization and recycling whenever
possible.

Gagnef team recognised for
packaging reduction

A 3P project to reduce the amount of packaging used
for Speedglas welding helmets made at the Gagnef site
in Sweden is saving 18 metric tons of end user waste per
year.
This has earned the team a 3P award. Our global 3P
programme is recognised around the world for its
innovative approach to environmental management by
tackling pollution and waste at source.
As well as reducing tonnes of waste for end users by
creating a new carton for the helmets incorporating less
packaging material, the project has increased efficiency
at the plant by reducing the amount of handling needed.
The new packaging process is now not only quicker, but
more ergonomic as the Speedglas box has an automatically folding bottom.
Said Gustav Ek, Manufacting Technology engineer for
the Personal Safety Division: “Every small thing that we
can do to protect the environment is a step towards a
cleaner future. It was great to get this recognition for our
new packaging box.”
Added Daniel Söderdahl from the Division’s Process
Responsible Assembly and Injection Molding team: “The
project could not have been completed without a great
team effort. I feel honoured.”
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Corporate and Nordic progress

Waste from manufacturing sites accounts for the
majority of waste in 3M’s environmental footprint.
2025 Corporate Goal: Reduce manufacturing
waste an additional 10 percent, indexed to sales
3M’s waste metrics include 3M manufacturing sites with
total output greater than 4.54 metric tons per year which
represents 98 percent of Sales Value of Production of
our manufacturing sites. Between 2015 and 2017 there
has been a 3.45 percent reduction in manufacturing
waste, indexed to sales.
The Nordic goal addressing Raw Material is measured
from 2015 to 2020.
2020 Nordic Environmental Goal: Reduce manufacturing waste an additional 10 percent, indexed
to sales
Our progress towards this goal is reflected as a total of
our Gagnef, Värnamo and Västervik sites.
Summary 2020 Data
2015
2016
2017
Waste [metric tons]

265

236

236

Zero Landfill
Zero landfill is a goal that resonates with our local
communities as well as our suppliers and customers.
However, it has various definitions for different people
and sites. We’ve chosen a holistic definition: zero landfill
means no waste is sent directly to landfill from a 3M
manufacturing site in a calendar year.
2025 Corporate Goal: Achieve “zero landfill”
status at more than 30 percent of manufacturing
sites
In 2016, our Värnamo site received zero landfill status
and has successfully maintained this throughout 2017.
The waste generated ensured material or energy
recovery in the disposal process. By the end of 2017,
27.9 percent of 3M sites had attained zero landfill status.
While we want to have all sites divert waste from
landfills and increase beneficial reuse, this goal may not
be financially or technically feasible for all 3M sites.

How We Work | Environmental Management | Water

Water

Water is the most valuable natural resource for life and
thriving ecosystems; therefore, our planet’s
consumption must be nurtured and thoughtfully
managed. We recognise that reducing water
consumption in our operations and improving water
quality are important elements of optimising our
environmental stewardship.

In our manufacturing sites we have no continuous use of
water for processing products. However water is used
for heating and/or cooling during our manufacturing
processes.

3M’s Water Management Standard provides a
companywide framework, including both general and
specific elements for water management. The standard
requires 3M operations to manage their water resources
through understanding the balance of water use,
compliance with regulatory requirements, systematic
and prioritised conservation practice and reporting
usage. Water resources include water intake, effluent
water discharge and rainwater.

Progress towards our Nordic goal is reflected as a total
of our Gagnef, Värnamo and Västervik sites with a 2015
baseline. As seen below our water usage has increased.
This was partly due to increased production, but the
majority of the increase originates from a repair to the
cooling system in one of our manufacturing sites. During
the repair if was necessary to use tap water instead of
recirculated water, resulting in an increased consumption of 5,000m3 of water.

2025 Corporate Goal: Reduce global water use
by an additional 10 percent, indexed to sales.

Global Water Usage

3M’s total water usage includes sanitary, process,
heating, cooling, remediation and various other sources.
Water usage data is tracked and reported annually on a
global basis for manufacturing sites that produce more
than 4.54 metric tons of product per year. The reported
data accounts for 98 percent of sales value of
production providing solid coverage of material water
use to 3M’s operational environmental footprint.
Total water consumption has decreased 37.2 percent
from 2005 to 2017 indexed to corporate-wide net sales.
Water conservation efforts have been achieved through
recycling, reuse, product redesigns, and improvements
to our buildings and manufacturing processes. Results
also indicate that a majority of 3M water use in
operations is for processing products in manufacturing
and heating or cooling of those processes and
associated operations.

Nordic Water Usage

In the Nordic region the majority of our water use originates from our office facilities.

2020 Nordic Environmental Goal:
Reduce water use by 10 percent.

Summary 2020 Data
Water usage [m ]
3

2015

2016

2017

11,340

12,062

17,301

Water stressed areas

In 2017, 25 sites with annual water use equal to or
greater than 1,000 m3 were located in water-stressed
areas as defined by the extremely high baseline water
stress value according to the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development - Global Water Tool.
2025 Corporate Goal: Engage 100 percent of
water-stressed/scarce communities where 3M
manufactures on community-wide approaches to
water management.
None of our Nordic manufacturing sites are located in
water-stressed areas.

Looking forward…

During the first part of 2018, as part of our Corporate
Water Stewardship Team, we are currently evaluating
and looking to update our Water Management Standard
to reflect our efforts throughout our value chain.
We continue to actively understand, manage and work
toward reducing our corporate water footprint while
providing innovative solutions to our customers.
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Climate Change &
Energy
Through the years, 3M has been a proactive leader in
addressing both the challenges and the opportunities
presented by climate change and energy conservation.
Our proactive leadership is best defined by five actions:
1. Executive-level commitment to these important
topics and our related principles, commitments, and
risk-mitigation planning efforts
2. Industry-leading efforts to reduce our own
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
3. Extensive public policy engagement on both climate
change and energy conservation
4. A decades-long track record of improving energy
efficiency at our locations
5. Serving our customers through a wide range of
innovative products that help them improve energy
efficiency and reduce their carbon footprints

Energy management

Energy management at 3M goes beyond energyefficiency efforts in sites and buildings. It is a team effort
guided by our Corporate Energy Policy and coordinated
by the Corporate Energy Management team.
2025 Corporate Goal: Improve energy efficiency
indexed to net sales by 30 percent.
2020 Nordic Environmental Goal:
Reduce energy usage by 15 percent, indexed to
net sales.
Between 2015 and 2017 our three manufacturing sites
reduced their total energy usage by 6.79 percent, indexed to net sales.
Summary 2020 Data
Energy Usage [1000 KWh]

2015

2016

2017

48,467

46,521

45,176

Renewable Energy

In a continuing effort to increase the use of renewable
energy sources, 3M made a second wind energy
commitment in 2017. With this, our total wind energy
purchases have reached 579 MWh of wind energy or
17.9 percent of 3M’s total global electricity use.
2025 Corporate Goal: Increase renewable energy to 25 percent of total electricity use.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions

3M is in a leadership position due to our early actions,
started more than 10 years ago, to reduce our GHG
emissions. Since 2002, 3M has reduced Scope 1 GHG
emissions by 76.4 percent and reduced absolute Scope 1
& 2 Location-based GHG emissions by 68.1 percent.
2025 Corporate Goal: Ensure GHG emissions
are at least 50 percent below our 2002 baseline,
while growing our business.

Logistics 3P team saves emissions

A project to optimise logistics between two distant
sources of supply and the Gagnef site in Sweden resulted in total savings of 382 metric tons of CO₂ equivalent
emissions in the first year.
The objective of the project was two-fold: to optimise
shipment costs and reduce the associated environmental
footprint, particularly GHG emissions.
The Gagnef site imports protection plates and filters to
use in the manufacture of welding helmets and respirators from both Taiwan and Canada, by standard air
freight. To reduce both the cost and emissions of this
method of transportation, the project looked at alternatives, such as ocean freight.
This resulted in 63 percent of the weight of all shipments
between Taiwan and Sweden in 2017 being moved from
standard air freight to ocean freight, saving 251 metric
tons of CO₂ equivalent. For supplies from Canada in
2017 a total of 44 percent of goods moved across to
ocean freight, saving 131 metric tons of CO₂ equivalent
that year.

Air Quality Mangement

Our Air Emission Reduction Programme has ensured
reductions of volatile organic compound (VOC)
emissions:
• 90 percent of our locations emit less than 100 tons
of VOCs per year
• 30 percent of our locations emit less than 1 ton of
VOCs per year
• Two of our manufacturing sites in Sweden do not
amit any VOCs.

How We Work | Suppliers

Suppliers

2025 Corporate Goal: Drive supply chain Sustainability through targeted raw material
traceability and supplier performance assurance.
We understand that our Sustainability impacts extend
beyond our own operations. By purchasing raw materials
and services from small and large companies all over the
world, we participate in a global, complex, supply chain.
And it doesn’t stop there. Our suppliers have their own
suppliers, extending back to the original source of each
material we use.
At each step in the supply chain, there are benefits like
employment and community-building, as well as the
potential for negative impacts like pollution or unsafe or
unfair labor practices. Our commitment is to maximize the
positives and mitigate the potential negatives by aligning
our supplier expectations with our own
corporate values. We expect our suppliers to be transparent about their environmental and social practices,
provide improvement ideas and work with us to transform
our shared supply chain when needed.
We actively verify our suppliers’ performance against our
expectations on a risk-prioritized basis, using our Due
Diligence Management System. This system consists of
below elements and is modeled after the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.
In the Nordic region we are continuously re-evaluating
our suppliers by conducting integrity Assessments, while
always conducting such on new suppliers.

Supplier Responsibility Code

Our 3M Supplier Responsibility Code (SRC) outlines 3M’s
basic expectations for new and existing suppliers
anywhere in the world, and for any supplied material or
service. This Code is based on the 3M corporate values
for sustainable and responsible operations and aligns with
the 10 Principles of the United Nations Global Compact,
of which 3M is a signatory. The SRC is materially
consistent with the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA)
Code of Conduct, formally known as EICC.
We expect our suppliers to establish and implement their
own relevant policies and programmes in alignment with
this Code, and to enforce these expectations with their
own suppliers, thereby propagating our high
Sustainability standards up our supply chains.

Responsible Sourcing of Minerals

3M has prioritized sourcing of minerals, in particular tin,
tantalum, tungsten and gold (3TG) in our raw material
supply network. Annually, we work with each of our
businesses that purchase 3TG minerals to identify
suppliers that should be prioritized for engagement. We
ask these prioritized suppliers to gather information on
the 3TG smelters and refiners in their supply chains and
report to us through the current CFSI Conflict
Minerals Reporting Template (CMRT). Our supplier
requests include links to 3M’s Conflict Minerals
website, which includes our Conflict Minerals Policy and
3M training on how to attach their CMRT template to
3M’s website survey tool.

3M Supply Chain Due Diligence Management System
Values

Transparency

Transformation

Establish strong policies
and management systems

Identify and assess risks in
the supply chain

Design and implement
a strategy to respond to
identified risks

3M Supplier
Responsibility Code

90K suppliers
120 countries
200 sub-categories

Paper Supply Chain
Traceability Process

3M Conflict
Minerals Policy
3M Pulp and Paper
Sourcing Policy

Verification

Report

Cumulative Supplier
Assessments

California Supply Chain
Transparency Act
Disclosure

Audit supply chain due
diligence

Technical Capabilities
Close to Customers

Report in supply chain
due diligence activities

UK Modern Slavery Act
Statement
Conflict Minerals Report
3M Sustainable Forestry
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What We
Create
Our customers’ challenges are our challenges. Using our
46 technology platforms and collaborative culture, we
invent products that help our customers solve the issues
they are facing in many areas, including health, safety,
and energy. 3M is:
• The light management technology making road signs
brighter and easier to read, and electronic displays
more colorful…while drawing less power
• The adhesive technology holding your car, hotel and
cellphone together; our adhesive platform is applied
in areas, from medical dressings and dental fillings
to Scotch® tapes and Post-it® notes
• The filtration technology that protects people’s
health and safety, from respirators and masks for
industrial and health care workers to air filters and
water treatment systems for home

Our customers
We recognize some of our greatest positive impact can
be realized by helping our customers improve their environmental footprint.
2025 Corporate Goal: Invest to develop more
sustainable materials and products to help our
customers reach their environmental goals.
We have an initiative called Customer First that’s all
about understanding our customers’ business models,
what they have promised their customers, and what our
role is in the value chain. Here are some examples of our
Customer First approach in action.
Business Transformation starts and ends with our
customers
3M Business Transformation leverages our strengths in
technology, manufacturing and global capabilities and
centers around the creation of one global, integrated
platform with standardized business processes.
Resulting in :
• Improved service delivery
• On-demand capabilities
• Better responsiveness
• Enhanced collaboration
• Increased customer intimacy
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“Customer-inspired innovation”
Since the 1920’s we have been inspired by our customers. Today, our scientists work directly with local customers to solve their challenges. We take the time to get
to know them, to learn how they live and work— and to
understand how we can improve their lives.
“Insights to Innovation” (i2i)
3M works “eye-to-eye” with end-user customers to
invent solutions to their unique problems. 3M Insights to
Innovation is often used as a process that involves exploration, optimization, validation and ideation. Here, new
business teams move from “I think” to “I know.”
Technical capabilities close to customers
At 3M we want to be close to our customers. We have
54 technical centers across the globe where our customers can experience firsthand the breadth of 3M
technologies and how they can benefit from them. We
have 36 international labs where our scientists work
closely with our customers to develop solutions for their
specific problems. In Sollentuna we have one main technical center including our Application Engineering lab
and Innovation Center. In Copenhagen, Lilleström and
Espoo we have Customer Innovation Centres and we
have 5 labs in the region.
Here’s an example of how one 3M technology platform,
adhesives, is applied to different markets through our
various businesses. We engineer our adhesives to be
strong enough to hold planes, cars, and hotels in one
piece. At the same time, we engineer them to be gentle
enough for human skin… as you’ll find in our medical
tapes and dressings. And versatile enough to virtually
eliminate the needs for screws inside your smartphone,
making it stronger, lighter, and more durable. And of
course, our adhesives are found in the 3M products
you’re most familiar with like Post-it® Notes, Scotch®
Tape, and Command™ Strips.
Imagine: that’s just one technology. There are similar
stories with each of the 46 platforms.
Imagine, too: if a single technology platform can be leveraged in that many ways and across that many markets,
think of the endless possibilities when we combine them.

What We Create | Innovation Management

Innovation
Management

At 3M, we believe science is just science – until you use
it to improve the world. That is 3M Science. Applied to
Life.™

15% Culture

Our “15% Culture” – instituted six decades ago –
inspires creativity, risk-taking, and collaboration. It gives
3Mers the freedom to take risks, and learn from our
mistakes. That freedom is essential to scientific
discovery. 3Mers have the freedom to spend 15% of
their time on projects that interest them. Out of that time
come new ideas that might eventually become
successful new 3M products.

Product Safety and Compliance

3M’s Product Safety, Compliance, and Stewardship
Policy underscores our commitment to commercialise
and sell products that are safe for their intended usage,
compliant with all applicable EHS regulations and 3M
expectations, and developed with a goal to continuously
improve the EHS performance of products and
corresponding manufacturing processes.
Hazard Communication and Composition Disclosure
Communicating the potential hazards of 3M materials
supports 3M's core values and is an integral part of
keeping stakeholders informed about 3M materials. The
vehicles for communicating these hazards and product
chemical components include Safety Data Sheets (SDS),
product labels, transportation classification
documentation, and other communications tools. It’s our
policy to represent our products truthfully, fairly and
accurately in all sales, advertising, packaging and
promotional efforts. All product claims must be
substantiated and technically accurate to the end user as
specified by the Advertising and Product Representation
Policy.

Life Cycle Management

Life Cycle Management (LCM) is 3M’s approach to
identify and manage EHS opportunities and risks,
associated with the product throughout its entire life
cycle. The products life cycle includes but is not limited
to product design, chemical formulation, manufacturing,
marketing, distribution, use and disposal.
The LCM evaluation assures that EHS and regulatory
considerations are integrated into the development and
commercialization of 3M products. 3M’s LCM Policy
from 2001, states that all new products must have LCM
evaluations before commercialization, and on a
prioritized basis for existing products.
Responsibility for product stewardship at 3M is shared
across a broad spectrum of functions positioned within
businesses, regions, and corporate staff groups.
Together, individuals across this spectrum work to
support 3M's core value of respect for our social and
physical environment.
In 2016, 3M expanded a pilot programme to enhance
the extent to which our new products improve lives. This
programme educates cross-functional teams on how to
think about improving the Sustainability attributes and
applications of products from idea to product launch.
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Our Products
We bring all of our solutions to different markets through our five business
groups, which increases speed and efficiency by sharing technology, manufacturing, marketing, and other resources across all business groups.
Consumer

Making life easier and more productive at home and work
Supplying an array of innovative products that keep homes cleaner, offices
organized and buildings well-maintained, our consumer business is home to
some of our most iconic brands and well-known products, including Post-it®,
Scotch®, Scotch-Brite®, Filtrete™, Nexcare™, and Command™.

Electronics & Energy

Advancing a connected world by contributing to power, communications
and electronics
We turn 3M technology into difference-making solutions for customers in
electronics and energy markets around the world. We contribute to reliable
sources of power including solutions that improve the dependability, costeffectiveness, and performance of electronic devices; electrical products,
including infrastructure protection, and power generation and distribution
helping connect the world’s power grid .

Industrial

From purification to aerospace, we change how industry works
We provide thousands of innovative products including tapes, abrasives,
adhesives, specialty materials and filtration systems to dozens of diverse
markets—from aerospace and automotive to purification and construction
to general manufacturing. All, with a transformed approach to customer
engagement.

Health Care

From preventing infections to making smiles brighter and food safer
Supplying innovative and reliable products that help health care professionals
improve the quality and efficiency of care, we are a global leader in medical
and oral care products, and drug delivery and health information systems. We
are also bringing enhanced contaminant screening technology to the food
safety table.

Safety & Graphics

DENMARK
3M a/s
Hannemanns Allé 53
2300 København S
+45 43 48 01 00
www.3M.dk
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NORWAY
3M Norge AS
Tærudgata 16
2004 Lillestrøm
0 63 84
www.3M.no

FINLAND
Suomen 3M Oy
Keilaranta 6
PL 600
02151 ESPOO
(09) 525 21
www.3M.fi

SWEDEN
3M Svenska AB
Bollstanäsvägen 3
191 89 Sollentuna
08-92 21 00
www.3M.se

Ref. 03245777-1

From protecting people and information to adding impact to
communication
Our products — personal protective equipment, safety and security
products, track and trace solutions and more — increase the safety, security
and productivity of people, locations and systems around the world. Also, we
inspire creative communication and design with a broad portfolio of graphic
solutions that enhance visual impact.

